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Hello and welcome to Sta!
Our vertical and prone stander has been lovingly created to enhance the life of the
user. It aims to make standing enjoyable and practical for your child, while simple
to achieve.
To gain these benefits, it’s important that the Sta is correctly fitted and that’s why
our customer support team and technical product advisors are here to work with
you to find that optimal position. We’re here to help.
Wishing you all the very best with your Sta.
The Smirthwaite Team
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Features and Benefits
Adjustability

Design and Comfort

Sta is an entry level standing frame
for 6-12 year olds. The Sta’s anterior
pelvic and knee supports are height,
width and angle adjustable to achieve
midline positioning that helps develop
and maintain a child’s weight bearing
ability. The standing frame is practical
too. Sta can be angled with the child
in place to achieve the right standing
position and as the frame is angled,
the table angles too so that a child can
continue with their activities.

The Sta has a simple design that
appeals to older children wanting
something fun yet stylish. Its
cushioned chest, hip and leg supports
provide extra comfort that encourages
longer standing times to help build
strength and relieve pressure from
sitting. Not only does the Sta deliver
physical benefits, but there are also
psychological benefits too. Standing
allows for greater interaction with
family and friends that helps a child
improve their social skills.

Product Specifications
Size

1

Code
User age
Thoracic support (top to foot board)
Pelvic support (top to foot board)
Knee support (top to foot board)
Foot board height (floor to foot board, excluding sandals)
Max width (between thoracic supports)
Tray size (depth and width)
Tray angle (°)
Base frame (length, width & height)
Tilt in space (°)
Max user weight (kg)
Product weight (kg)

21003
6-12 years
693-1000
478-808
223-343
193
460
390 x 446
0-60
1000 x 660 x 920/1160
0*-32
60
28

all dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated
*upright position
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